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VOLUNTEER SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS 
 
Tree Delivery Driver 
 
Tree delivery drivers are responsible for safely transporting the selected number of trees from the lumber 

yard to the home of the adopted families. Vehicles shall be operated in compliance with all federal, state, 

and local laws and regulations. All routes given to volunteers include complete address information. 

Volunteers may not enter adopted family’s homes. Trees to be delivered are 6-foot premium Scotch pines. 

It is recommended that you bring gloves for handling trees and wear comfortable shoes and attire. 

 

Qualifications: 
• Minimum age: 25 
• Must sign a YMCA Liability waiver prior to volunteering 
• Must possess a valid driver’s license 

 
Physical Demands: 

While performing the duties of the volunteer role, the volunteer is regularly required to: bend, stoop, 

kneel, twist, sit, reach with hands, grasp, stand, hear, speak, have finger dexterity, walk, lift up to 10 

pounds, push, pull and have visual acuity. Sufficient strength, agility, and mobility to perform essential 

functions of position. 
 
 

Tree Delivery Passenger 
 

Tree Delivery passengers are needed to accompany drivers while delivering trees from the lumber yard to 

the home of the adopted families. Passengers will assist drivers with locating the addresses on the given 

route; it is also recommended to have a fully charged electronic device with GPS capabilities (such as a 

smartphone) for help with locating addresses. Passengers are also responsible for assisting the driver with 

physically loading and/or unloading the tree from their vehicle and placing it on the doorstep. Volunteers 

may not enter adopted family’s homes. Trees to be delivered are 6-foot premium Scotch pines. It is 

recommended that you bring gloves for handling trees and wear comfortable shoes and attire. 

 

Qualifications: 
• Minimum age: 16 
• Must sign a YMCA Liability waiver prior to volunteering 

 
Physical Demands: 

While performing the duties of the volunteer role, the volunteer is regularly required to: bend, stoop, 

kneel, twist, sit, reach with hands, grasp, stand, hear, speak, have finger dexterity, walk, lift up to 10 

pounds, push, pull and have visual acuity. Sufficient strength, agility, and mobility to perform essential 

functions of position. 


